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EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PROSABLE CONSEQUENCES h
*

I O I 21 1 uring a planned drywell entry to investigate suspected reactor coolant leaks, operatoqsD

go,3, jobserved that leakage had developed in one of the feedwater lines. An orderly plant |

,o,,i gshutdown to cold conditions was immediately initiated. Further investigation of the |

g g eak revealed that a significant portion of it was flowing directly into the Torus via|l

|O is | |the vent header. Since this flow path bypasses the drywell leakage detection system, |

| 0 | 7 | |it was determined that this situation constitutes a condition not specifically considerg-

,o,g, ged in the Safety Analysis Report or the Technical Specifications. |
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CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

| i | O | |The cause of the event is attributed to an apparent inadequacy in the design of the |

|i ii j |drywell leakage detection system. The immediate corrective action will be to adminis- 1

i,,7; |tratively reduce the Tech. Spec. limits to allow only 2 1/2 gpm unidentified leakage I

g |and 12 1/2 gpm total reactor coolant system leakage. Plant leak detection capabilitieg

i , ,4 i land the Tech. Spec. bases are being evaluated. (CONTINUED ON ATTACHED SHEET.) |
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CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS (CONTINUED) ,

The cause of this event is attributed to an apparent inadequacy of
the drywell leak detection system to detect certain types of leaks in the
manner in which it was designed. Vermont Yankee has evaluated the capa-
bilities of plant equipment to detect drywell leaks, the bases for the
leakage limits contained in the FSAR and Tech. Spec. bases and the ade-
quacy of the administrative leakage limits instituted immediately after
the event as described in LER 80-18/1P.

The results of this evaluation have indicated a need to increase dry-
well leakage surveillance as follows:

1. Drywell floor drains will be monitored as required by Tech.
Spec. Section 3.6.C. The administrative limits which were
reduced in half to 2.5 gpm of unidentified leakage and 12.5
gpm of total leakage will be continued,

2. Drywell equipment and floor drains will be monitored and an.

administrative action limit of 2 gpm increase above normal
levels in any 8 hour period will be imposed,

3. A torus volume monitoring program will be established along
with investigarive action limits. This will be designed to
detect and require action for an increase in torus volume

,

which could be indicative of the 5 gpm reactor coolant
leakage required by Tech. Specs.,

4. Drywell air temperature will be monitored to check for an un-
expected rise of 6*F within any 24 hour period.

The Containment Air Monitor (CAM) will continue to be used to monitor
for airborne gaseous and particulate radioactivity.

In addition, the need for physical modifications to prevent bypassing
of the drywell sumps will be evaluated, and if deemed necessary, will be
installed by the end of the 1980 refueling outage.

If a permanent physical modification is made to correct the problem,
we will return to the leakage monitoring program stipulated in the Tech-
nical Specifications.

The above surveillance which will be fully implemented by July 3,1980,
provides adequate assurance that leakage from the reactor coolant pressure
boundary can be adequately detected in a timely fashion.
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